Medical Tourism

The Marine Drive is a 3 km long boulevard, an inverted 'C'-shaped six lane concrete
road in South Bombay. The road links Nariman Point to Babulnath and Malabar
Hill. Marine Drive is situated over reclaimed land facing west-south-west.
Marine Drive is also known as the 'Queen's Necklace' because at night time when
the street lights are switched on, it looks like a glittering diamond necklace - a sight
to behold.

For making necessary arrangements for
booking & reservation contact Mr. Joseph
Thomas : +91 9819997978
Email: josephthomas.ajeh@gmail.com
joseph.thomas@adityajyoteyehospital.org

Plot No- 153,Road No.9, Major Parmeshwaran Road, Wadala,
Mumbai-400031 (India). Tel.: 91-22-24177600/ 9833500580; 24/7 Service No–
9920420066. Fax: 91-22-24177654 Website: www.adityajyoteyehospital.org
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About Mumbai City
Welcome to the city that never sleeps!
Pulsating, Alive, On the move, vibrant, fun this is
Mumbai or as it is still frequently referred as
Bombay.
Once a cluster of seven islands, Mumbai was
presented to King Charles II in 1661 as part of the
dowry when he married Princess Catherine de
Braganza of Portugal.
Over the years, as colonialism gave way to
independence, Mumbai has transformed itself into
an entity with thriving markets, business houses
and many different communities reflecting a
cosmopolitan and trendy atmosphere rarely seen
elsewhere.

It is the capital of Maharashtra state, and its official language is Marathi
although English and Hindi are widely spoken and understood. The fastpaced life has given rise to hordes of "fast-food outlets" on almost every
road, offering lip-smacking choices of Mumbai's very own pau bhaji, bhel
puri and kababs. Mumbai is a shopper's delight with bargain buys,
exclusive boutiques, ethnic markets and mini bazaars. This busy city is also
the hub of a thriving cultural life, with a constant stream of performances in
music, dance and drama. The seat of the Hindi film industry, known locally
as Bollywood, it produces the largest number of films in the world. Mumbai
caters to the adventurous and the romantic through its sporting activities,
nightclubs, pubs, theatres, beaches, tourist places and restaurants. Old and
new, rich and poor, classical and modern - its all here for you to savour and
enjoy!

